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In this paper we excavate the foundations of best-approximation theory with 
the tools of Bishop’s constructive analysis. We prove a general theorem on 
existence (computability) of best approximations from a given finite-dimensional 
linear subspace of a normed space E, and illustrate this with the case where E is 
uniformly convex. The second part of the paper deals with the characterisation 
and existence of minimax polynomial approximations to elements of C[O, I], 
and with the pointwise continuity of the minimax approximation mapping on this 
space. In particular, the main application of our general existence theorem answers 
affirmatively the long-open question: Is there a constructive proof of the existence 
of minimax polynomial approximations? 
1. 1 NTRODUCTION 
As should be familiar to every advanced undergraduate in mathematics, 
the theoretical foundation of the numerical analyst’s interest in approxima- 
tion theory is provided by the theorem 
a jrnite-dimensional linear subspace X qf a normed space 
E orer R i.y prosiminal in E-that is, C+9 
VU E E 35 E A’ dist(u, A’) = 11 II - f I. 
What is remarkable about this theorem is that. although it supports a vital 
branch of computational mathematics. it admits of no known constructive 
proof: to be exact. not only do the classical proofs of (“) beg the question of 
the computability of dist(cc. X). but also they deduce the “existence” of the 
best approximation t to c in .Y from the essentially nonconstructive proposi- 
tion that a continuous. real-valued function on a compact space attains its 
infimum [8. 8.3.21. 
In this paper. we investigate the problem of existence of best approxima- 
tions with the techniques of Bishop’s constructive analysis. (For general 
background to constructive mathematics. we refer the reader to [2]: a wider, 
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but less up-to-date. co\,erage of the subject is found in [ 1 I.) It is our belief t hat 
constructive mathematics. with its insistence on numerical content and 
computational method, may have considerable importance in the develop- 
ment of numerical analysis. at least in theory. We certainly hope that the 
questions raised in this \\ork will lead to further investigations in the subject 
of computabilit!, of best approximations. and the constructive approach to 
numerical analysis in general (cf. [5. 61). 
To return to (9 it is fortunate that the computability of dist(,l. .\.) can be 
demonstrated as a simple consequence of a result of Bishop [I. Chap. 4. 
Proposition 131. Moreover. as Me shall she\\ belo\\, (2. I ). this can be derived 
also in an elementary manner by an adaptation of a \\ell-known classical 
proof of (‘) [7. pp. 78-801. It follo\\s that the constructive content of this 
classical proof is precisely the existence of dist(N, -X’). and not its attainment 
at some point [ of X: indeed. we are tempted to believe that the existence of 
such 5 is an essentially nonconstructive proposition. 
To reassure any numerical analyst D+O may be distressed bk this last 
possibility. \ve point out that there are commonly occurring situations in 
which the existence of best approximations can be established by constructive 
means. In particular. one corollary of our main general result (2.2) is that, if 
each finite-dimensional linear subspace of E contains at most one approxima- 
tion to a given element of E. then all finite-dimensional subspaces of E are 
proximinal. Moreover. in the general case. the computability of dist(l/. .X) 
means that we can compute an approximation to c, in X~ \vhich is as close to 
a best approximation as \re require (for example. to the highest degree of 
accuracy of any available computer). At the same time. we have no guarantee 
as yet that this approximation does not jump discontinuously as \\e try to 
improve its accuracy. 
2. EXISTEKE OF BEST APPROXlh~ATlOZS 
Throughout this paper, all normed linear spaces are over the real-number 
field R. We shall say that a normed space X isJinitr diwzensional if there exist 
finitely many elements c, . . c,. of .I and linear functionals +I . . . . . 6, on .I’. 
such that 
and each 41; is bourzded-that is, we can compute c : 0 such that I$,(.Y) L-C: 
(’ ” s 1 for each s in XL The number I’ of elements of the basis !e, . . . . c!j of .I 
is then called the rlitmw~ion of X, and is independent of the basis in question. 
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We write X = span(e, ,.,.. e,] when there is no likelihood of confusion as to 
the linear functionals &. 
By a con?pact space we mean a metric space that is totally bounded and 
complete. The closed unit ball of a finite-dimensional normed space is 
compact, as is its boundary. If f is a uniformly continuous mapping of a 
compact space K into R. then sup f and inf f are computable. although not 
necessarily attained: for all but countably many real numbers x 3-z. inff, the 
set {s c= K: f(.~) < 3) is then compact. 
A subset 5 of a metric space E is located in E if dist(s, S) is computable fat 
each s in E. Every compact subset of a metric space is located. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. .A jnite-dinlensionnl linear subspace .Y of a normed 
linear .space E is located. 
Prooj Let {e, ,..., e,j be a basis of unit vectors of X. u c E and define 
I, ,$ h,e, o :-- j’ & ,i = (il A, 12’)’ ’ 
for each 4 == (h, ,..., h,) in (WV. Then : :I0 is a norm on X; so that, by the 
equivalence of all norms on a finite-dimensional linear space. there exists 
TV.’ > 0 such that FL’ I, s I’,, .< :I .Y ! for each .X in X. Thus 
For each I’ :> 0. define 
i tl, ~- inf i ! N - i h,.e,. : X E RF. ’ X j ::< r ( 
1. =l 
Then. choosing in turn r :> 1 so that dl :z rp - ‘n 1’ and 4 in WU Hith 
!’ X L- r. we have 
It is no\\ clear that dist(cl, X) is computable, and equals d, . 1 
In this last proof. a more natural classical approach to the positivity of p 
uses the proposition that a uniformly continuous mapping of a compact 
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space into the positike reals has positive infimum. The constructive \alidit>. 
of this proposition remains an open problem (cf. [3. Sect. 4: 41). 
Another point of divergence between classical and constructive mathe- 
matics arises in connection with the comparison of real numbers: as the 
propositions 
and 
vs E R (s _ 0 .Y Y 0 v .Y = 0) 
are both essentially nonconstructive. constructive analysis must be done 
using such acceptable substitutes as 
and 
(see Chapter 1 of [2] for details). In particular, we cannot assert that 
VnEEvxEX(/~n -x ;-. dist(n, X) v I, .n - .Y 1 =- dist(aa, X)). 
To get round this obstacle, we say that C, E E has at most one best approxima- 
tion in the finite-dimensional subspace X of E if 
max ( ; a - .Y I, ;, n - .Y’ 1,) :> dist(o. X) 
whenever x E X, s’ E X and ‘1 s - s’ 1;. 0. 
With this definition, we come to our main general result 
2.2. THEOREM. Let {el ....l e,j be a basis of the Jirzite-din2ensional inear 
subspace X of the normed space E ocer W. Suppose that, for each k E (I...., IV:, 
each x in E has at most oue best approximation in span (el ,..., ek2-. Then X is 
prosinzinal in E. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. Let (( E E. d := dist(n, span (elj-) 
and 4(h) = ,I *I - he, 1 (h E R). We first observe that, if t1 > tp > 0 and 
ST: = (A E R : +(A) < d + tkj 
is compact for k = 1, 2, then (as 4 is uniformly continuous) 
+(inf S,) = d + tk = &sup S,) (k = 1,2). 
Hence 
inf S, < inf Sz < sup S, < sup S1 . 
Also, S, C S, ; and, as S, is convex, .SJz = [inf S!:, sup S,] (k = 1, 2). 
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We now construct a sequence (xJn>r of positive numbers converging to 0, 
such that, for each n, 
is compact. Then 
and 
A(n L 1) C A(n) = [inf A(n), sup A(n)] 
inf A(n) < inf A(n + 1) < sup A(n {- 1) < sup A(n). 
Classically, we could now argue that the decreasing, minorized sequence 
(sup AWh converges to its infimum M, and hence that !I a - Me, ]I = 
d(M) = d. Constructively, we cannot use the Least Upper-Bound Principle 
[I, pp. 4-51, and so we adopt the following argument. 
We construct a strictly increasing sequence (I+)~>~ of positive integers such 
that 
sup A(v~~J - inf A(++,) < ($)” (sup A(1) - inf A(1)) (k >, 1). 
Having found y1 = l,..., vk , we set 
m, = inf A(Q), Mk = sup A(Q), 
and compute in turn .$, vptl so that 
VM > vk and dt0 > d L aykcl. (These computations are possible as *Z has 
at most one best approximatton in span{el}.) We then have either 
t < inf A(v,+,) < sup A(v,,,) < Mk 
or 
mk < inf A(v~..+,) < sup A(v,,,) < t; 
whence, in either case, 
sup A(v,,~) - inf A(v,,,) < $(Mk - mJ 
< (f)” (sup A(1) - inf A(1)). 
This completes our inductive construction. 
It now follows that there exists 5 with inf A(Q) < [ < sup A(Q), and 
therefore 4(t) < d -L aYr , for each k 2 1. Hence b(c) < d, and so 
I! a - <e, ,I = $([) = d = dist(n, span{el)). 
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Now let I -..< k . . I’ - 1. and suppose that we have proved 1. >pan 
(e, . ...) e;,l proximinal. Defining a new norm and equality on E by 
.Y 1 dist(.v. Y’) 
and 
.I- l.y’ =- .\’ ~~ .y’ : , zz 0. 
we note that 
infAd iI (’ - Xc,:. 1 “r = inf,,n inf,,, / CI - he,L_l - 1’ 
= dist(a, span{e, :..., eLc,,,j-). 
Let h, ) h2 belong to R with I h, - X, ;:, 0. and choose ~‘r . xn in 1’ so that 
Then 
whence 
maXj,l,2 d - h,;e,:, , = maxj=,,, j 0 - Xje,_., - ?‘j 
1~ dist(n. span{e, ,..., c~+~:-) 
== inf,,En n - L1 1 , 
Thus n has at most one best approximation in the one-dimensional subspace 
span{e,,,) of (E, jj ‘!J. As LZ E E is arbitrary. it follows from the first part of 
the proof that there exists < in R with 
dist((c - te,-, . Y) = ! Q, - <e,... r r 
= dist(n. span{e, . . . . . c+r:). 
By our inductive hypothesis, there exists F in Y. such that 
n - [e,+, ~ / = dist(n - Se!,-, , I’). 
Clearly, b - <el,-r is a best approximation to n in span{e, . . . . . ~-r;, and our 
induction is complete. Taking k = v - 1. we immediately obtain the proxi- 
minality of X. 1 
Note that the best approximation to n in X in 2.2 is unique. 
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3. FIRST APPLICATIONS OF THE EXISTENCE THEOREhl 
In order to apply 2.2, we define a normed space E to be uniformly concex if, 
for each l > 0, there exists 8 :> 0 such that ,! +(.x i J)’ < 6 whenever 
I’ .y = /! J ,; = 1 and j, .Y - y ;j 3 E. 
3.1. THEOREM. A jnite-dimensional subspace of a uniformly convex 
normed space E is proximinal. 
ProoJ In view of 2.2. it will suffice to prove that each element a. of E has 
at most one best approximation in a given finite-dimensional subspace 
Xof E. Let X, x’ belong to A’. with 0 < :Y = x - X’ 9. With d = dist(a. A’). 
choose r in IO, 1[ so that ;I &(s - t) i < r whenever s ‘, == I t i, = 1 and 
1 s - t / > a/3(1 - d). Suppose that 
max(i’0 - .Y ,I, :, n - x’ I) < p = min(d t x:6, x/6r). 
Were d < x:6, we would have 
‘! ,r - s’ <,;fl -.y’ Ti:n -.x’I 
< 2(d - ,x/6) 
-: J. 
a contradiction. Thus d > .~i6 > 0. With 
\ve now have 
y G I-1 a - S! - ICI -.r', -l > 12r’rl. 
’ a - .\L f-1 (0 - .r) -c (1 - x’ -l (u - .y’) : 





i! CI - .r -1 (n - s) - 
It follows that 
n - x : .r A- y-l a’ n - x’ ’ x’)l 
s - s’ < ’ ,r - (n - 
-d i’, - 
(I - .r# -1 (o - x’):i < x:,3(1 - d). 
dl c( - .Y’ -1 (c7 - 4):. 
.y .--1 (a - .y) - ’ n - .r’ ,--1(x7 - S’)l 
+ I! .y’ - (a - d’ (I - .r’ ! -l (n - x’)):: 
:< ‘,(d,; a - .r ‘-I - l)(~ - .Y)!, + dc7;!3(1 L d) 
+ :!(d,! a - .r’ ‘,-l - l)(a - x’)‘, 
6.+0/28!3-7 
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This again contradicts the definition of Y. Hence 
and /I has at most one best approximation in .I’. 1 
Particular cases of interest are those where E is a Hilbert space or an I?- 
space (I < p < x): the uniform convexity of the former is comparatively 
trivial to establish. while that of the latter is proved in the Corollary to 
Theorem 1. Chapter 9 of [l]. 
We should point out that the proximinality of a tinite-dimensional hub- 
space X of a uniformly convex normed space E can be proved without appeal 
to 2.2. by an argument akin to that used in 2.3 to prove that an element (I of 
E has at most one best approximation in .Y (cf. [I. Chap. 9. Exercise 51). 
4. CHAKACTERIZATIO~ OF MIYIUX POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATIOM 
Perhaps the most interesting example of a best-approximation problem in 
\vhich E is not uniformly convex. but the conditions of 2.2 are satisfied 
classically. is that of twitlinms appro.uirnation h!. polynomials. in which 
E = C[O? I] (with the usual “sup norm”) and ?i. = span{ I. .Y .. . . . s”j. the 
space of polynomials of degree at most II. The application of 1.2 to this 
situation appears to require a detailed analysis of the constructive content of 
the classical characterization of minimax polynomials. obtained by Bore1 and 
discussed in Chapter 3 of [7]. Incidentally. it is easy to see that the classical 
characterization is essentially nonconstructive. even in the simplest case 
II == 0. as it entails that any element of CIO, I] attains its supremum and 
infinium. 
Throughout the remaining sections of this paper. (J will be an element of 
CIO. I]. I’ a nonnegative integer and. for each integer II I-:-- 0. X,, the linear 
subspace span{1 . . . . . .Y’~] of C[O. I]. 
Let p E X, and E ‘.- 0. By an +altrrnant of (r and p. we mean an ordered 
pair comprising an integer j E {O, 1: and a strictly increasing sequence 
(vl _.... ?I,..~) of I’ -~ 2 points of [O. l] such that 
( ~ I )” .’ (II - p)(q;;) /I-p --E (ii 7 I..... 1’ 2, 
If also 0 ‘._ E c: (, -/I and II E {O..... I’;. \\e define an (II. E)-/7r.Ctr/tCr./lf/f?t 
of (I and p to be an ordered pair comprising an integerj c IO. I‘! and a strictly 
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increasing sequence 0 = x1 < x2 < ... < .Yg,_.J = 1 of 2n - 4 points of 
[O. I] such that 
(-l)j(o -p)(x,, ::> (I -p’ -E, 
(--1)+-j (o -p)(xr,+J :1 /' N -p ,I - E, 
(-I)"-' (N -p)(s,.) :z. n -p " - E (r = 2k - I. 2k --’ 2: k = I...., II) 
and 
4. I. LEVIXIA. Let p E Xv and 0 < c < ; n - p . T/WI either ’ N - p > 
dist( (I . ,\.c) or tlwre rxists a (0. c)-prealtetwant qf n andp. 
Proof. Let M. M be respectively the sup, inf of n - p over [0, 11. Either 
l'o-p,; min--m. M) or min--m. M) .: 1’ P - p - E. In the former 
case. we choose 1 so that 
0 c. I < -A!‘: 0 - p - min( -tir. M)). 
Then, if ! u - p ,I ;: -nr(when : (I - p .= M). we set (7 := p - I E A’,, : so 
that. for each s in [0, I]. 
(a - q)(x) ::: a - p ~ CL. 
((7 - o)(s) -;; Ji -~ sup{(p - C/)(S) : s f [O. 11; 
= 1 -~. 111 
< ;/t--p ! - 1, 
and therefore 
i II - p 1,: II - q ii - ..l ;:, dist(n, X,,). 
We obtain the same inequality in the case u - p 1’ ::- M by taking q 3 
p - ,a. 
On the other hand. if min(--m. ,M) :-. CI - pi - E: we choose [, 7 in 
[O. I] so that 
and 
(CI - p)([) :‘: 0 - p -- E 
(p - n)(q) 3--- : n - p 1 ~- E. 
As n -p is uniformly continuous. we may assume that [ < 71. We now 
compute sI so that 
and 
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is compact. With x1 - 0, s2 sup i\; . MC then compute + so that 
and 
n -- [I E 11 * (I’ .-- “j(J)) 
K2 I=- ;I ; [.x2 . 71 1: (p - U)(S) kII 
is compact. To complete the construction of a (0. E)-prealternant of n and p. 
it only remains to set,j : 0. s:: inf K2 and s, 2 1. 1 
4.2. LEMMA. Let tiz E {O,.... 11 --- I ;: and 0 c: E -; n - p ji. Suppose that 
there exisrs cln (ttz, c)-prealtcrnant of CI and p. Then either ! N - p ‘1 -.% dist 
((I. X,.) or there exists an (m - I _ e)-prralternant of cf andp. 
Proqf. Let (j. (tl . . . . . t?,,..-J) be an (tn. c)-prealternant of n and p. and 
define 
p :- maxJ,,l _.,,.,,, -” sup{( - I)“--’ (0 - p)(s) : t,&-, ~11 s -< t,,:j. 
Either ,(z - /I p or TV >, (/ - y - E. In the former case. choosing 
.I I:-. 0 so that 
we set 
and 
Then 13 I, 0 and q E .X+l C ,A’:. Supposing that : (I - q’ : .’ / n - p - ;3, 
we choose 5 in [0, l] so that 
Then 
(u - q)(i)1 . ; N - p - p. 
max i,- L.....v-L 
sup{ (N - P)(.Y) : t,,, c 9 -: t,,, ,I. 
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From this and the uniform continuity of a - p on [O? I], it follows that there 
exists i E {l,..., m + 2) with tziPl < &’ < tzi . Noting that (- l)i’mr nFX:’ 
(zk -- &‘) > 0, we have 
(-I)~-j(q - a)(c) = (- l)i-j(q - p)(c) 7 (-l)i-j(p - a)(() 
??il 
Hence (by our choice of 5) 
(- l)i-’ (n - q)(l) > Ij n - p I, - p, 
and so 
(-l)i-j(a -p)(C) = (-I)~-‘(a - q)(C) I (-I)~-‘(q -p)(l) 
?I!+1 
> jl 0 -p/, - /3 + (,-l)i 3 n (zr - 5) 
I;=1 
This contradicts the definition of p. Hence we must have 
and therefore 11 n - p I! > dist(cr, X,). 
On the other hand, if p > iI a - p ,I - E, we choose in turn k, a1 so that 
:I a - p :I - E < “1 < sup{(- I)Jz-j (a - p)(x) : t22;-1 <; .Y < tsk: 
and 
Kl = {x E [t,,;+, , tzJ : (- 1y’ (a - p)(x) 3 cYI> 
is compact. If 2 < k < III t 1) we set Jo = inf Kr , 1’3 = sup ICI , and (using 
the properties of an (m, c)-prealternant, and the uniform continuity of 0. - p) 
observe that tgrcml < yz < ~9~ < tek and 
(-I)“-i (0 - p)(y*) = (- I)“-j (a. - p)(y,, = al > ;I n -- p 1; - E. 
Now choose CQ so that 
.! n - p ii - E < xz < min((- I)‘:-j-l (CZ - p)(tzrz-l), (- 1)7c-j-1 (a - p)(t&) 
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and the sets 
are both compact. With J’~ sup K2 . J’~ Tm inf f& , the uniform continuity 
of (I -- p ensures that 
To complete the construction of an (m -- I. c)-prealternant (.j. (.I-~ . . . . . 
A-~,,,_~)) of n andp. it only remains to define 
and. if h- < 111 ~- I. 
.Y.‘/..l-.::-,v G f,,; , < (s = I . . . . . 2/l? - 2k -~. 3). 
If k : 1. \\-e set .Y: i- sup K, . note that s., -:I t, . and choose .x.? so that 
N - p - E I .: xq r:: ( - 1)’ ( 0 ~ p)( t2) 
and 
is compact. Then. setting .vl E I. s:: inf A and .Y::. ,( -: jSAl (s z= I . . . . . 
207 - 3). we easily show that (.j. (sl . . . . . .L,,-~)) is an (1~ - I. E)-prealternant 
of N and p. 
The case k : ~1 - 2 is handled in a similar manner. 1 
4.3. PROPOSITIOX. If p E .Yr arzd 0 i E c :I 0 - p :. then either v - 
p ‘; F- dist(cr. Xv(;) or there rsists atz c-alternarlt qf (1 crud p. 
Proof: Applying 4. I. and then 4.2 repeatedly. we see that either I/ - 
p, ‘:. dist(n. A’,.) or there exists a (I!. t)-prealternant (.i. (tl . . . . . t2,-4)) of // 
and p. In the latter case. choosing points 7,. 2 [t,, 1 . tzr.] so that 
( ~ I pm; (N - /))(?I, ) ., I, ~ p ~- E (h- -- I..... I/ 2). 
\ve obtain an c-alternant (I - j. (71, ..__. I),,.~)) of I/ and p. a 
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We are now able to derive the constructive analog of the classical charac- 
terization of minimax polynomial approximations. 
4.4. THEOREM. A necessary and sujicient condition that b E XV be a mini- 
max approximation to n in X, is that. for each E :> 0, there exists an c-alternant 
of g andb. 
Proof. Given E > 0, we have either + > ” (I - b .I or ! II - b 1 > 0. 
In the former case. as 
if (Q :.... rlV+J is any strictly increasing sequence of v 1 2 points of [O. 11, 
(0, (-/I~ ,..,, 7j,+J) is an l -alternant of a and b. On the other hand, if 0 < 
i; n - b :, = dist(a, A’,), we see from 4.3 that there exists a min(+ I 0 - b !, 
c)-alternant, which is also clearly an c-alternant, of CI and 6. 
Now suppose the given condition holds, and also that ! (I - b :, dist 
(0. .ri..). Choosingp E A’,, so that I 0 - b I > CI - p . we set 
3 E .$(;I n - b / - N -- p ,) 
and construct an I-alternant (,j, (71~ ,.... Q-?)) of n and b. Then, for each 
/i E {I,.... I; i 2). 
(-I)“-‘(p - 6)(7/J = (-I)“-‘(p - CT)(I~,:) T (-I)“-;(n - b)(ll,) 
,,a - o - p ! + CC -- b - t 
k 
It follons that the polynomial p - b, of degree at most V, has at least v - I 
changes of sign. Thus p = b. and we obtain the contradiction ! LZ - p ‘I = 
i n - b ’ Hence, in fact. I rr - b i = dist(n. A’,). B 
5. EXISTENCE OF MINIMAX POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
Having characterized minimax polynomial approximations, we now show 
how they can be constructed. In order to apply 2.2, we need a lemma on the 
location of roots of a polynomial. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let n be a positice integer. c E R, ! c > 0. Let 5, . . . . . f,, be 
comples numbers such that ny=, (s - e,.) E W for each .Y E W. Let (ql ,.... 
qnp3) be a strictly increasing sequence of n - 3 points of R, and suppose that 
,T~- Ret,1 ‘~Owhene~erj~{I . . . . . 11~3: andk~{l.... >rl:. 
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Then 
there e.uists s E 1 I,.... II ..~ 2; 5u(‘/2 that (-1)” dJ;=.,(.Y - Cr) ::. 0 
for each x E [qs . y,J and Re 5, c [qS . ~~9-1] for L’CICII r E (I,..., II:. ( +) 
Proof. For convenience, let 
p(x) ---I c n (x - 5,) (x E *cc). 
r-1 
There are two main steps in the proof. 
5.1.1. Let if{0 ,..., nj, k E (O,..., II - i). Suppose that ]qr , ql;++J contains 
Re t,. for exactly i distinct values of r; and that, in the case i 3 1, Re .$r E 
]qkGr. T~+~+~[ for r = I...., i. Then (“) obtains. 
Indeed, as [yk, qk-.J is at positive distance from each Re f, , there exists 
j E (0, lj- such that (- 1)’ p(x) > 0 for each x in [q8 , rk+J. In the case i > 1, 
as the numbers Re 5,. (Y = l..... i) are distinct, and there are no other roots of 
p in [TV , ~h+i+s]. we see that 51 :..., ,!Ji are distinct real roots of p, and that the 
sign changes ofp in [T~ , T~;++~] occur precisely at these roots. Thus 
(.- 1)“’ P(X) ;, 0 (q&i+1 -G 5 < qr+i+J. 
It is clear that this inequality also holds for i = 0. It only remains to set 
.y I: k if k + j is even. 
s-k- ill if k -.j is odd. 
5.1.2. Let i, k, h be integers with 0 < h < i < n, 0 < k < n - i, and 
suppose that Re f, E [qL, 77+i-.r] for exactly h distinct values of r. Then (*) 
obtains. 
As the case h = 0 follows from 5.1.1, we may assume that X > 1. Let 
nz E (I,..., II:, suppose we have proved 5.1.2 for i = O,..., m - 1, and consider 
the case i = 1~. If any of the Re 5, belongs to [Q.. qli-J, then there are at 
most rn - 1 distinct values of r with Re Er E [~l~+~ , -q,+m+z], and so (-) 
obtains. With s E {O...., X - 11.. suppose that [?I[;. ~~~+ST1] contains Re [,. for 
exactly s distinct values of r; and that, if s > 1: each of the intervals [I?~+ ,
qk++J (1 < t < s) contains Re 5,. for exactly one value of r. If [~ki,~+l , 
qkfsL2] contains none of the Re 4,. , we have exactly s distinct values of r 
with Re eT E [qn , ~~k+sc2]r f rom which (*) follows. If Re 4, E [~k~a+l , qh.+S-.r] 
for more than one value of Y, then there are at most h - s - 2 distinct 
values of r with Re <, E [T~-;,~~, ?I~+,+~], and we again have (*). It now follows 
by induction on s that either (*) holds or, after suitable reindexing of the 4, . 
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From this, we immediately obtain (*) by an application of 5.1.1. This com- 
pletes the inductive proof of 5.1.2. That of 5.1 is now completed by taking 
i = n in 5.1.2. 1 
We now reach the end of the search for a constructive proof of the existence 
of minimax polynomial approximations. 
5.2. THEOREM. Each element a of C[O, 1] has a minimax approximation b 
in X,, that is unique in the sense that, ifp E Xv and 1: p - b / > 0, then j a - 
p ‘: > .: a - b I! . 
Proof. Let p, q belong to XV ) with IIp - q I > 0. In view of 2.2, it will 
sufice to prove that max(.i a - p jj, 1, a, - q I:) > dist(q X,,). We proceed 
by induction on Y. If Y = 0, let M, m be respectively, the sup, inf of a over 
[0, 11. Without loss of generality, we may take p > q. Then either p > 
&(M L m), in which case 
;jn -p > p - m > $(M - m); 
or +(M + m) > q, when 
la-91 >M-q>>((M-m). 
As +(M + m) E X, and I! n. - &(M + rn)ll = $(&I - m), it follows that 
max(li e - p .i, ‘[ n - q I!) > $(M - m) = dist(n, X,). 
Now let n be a positive integer, suppose we have proved the Proposition 
for Y = O,..., n - 1, and consider the case v = n. As 
Ia --A +lin---qIl> j/l-qi;1>0, 
we may assume that ii n - q I > 0. If p(x) = ~~=OpI:xk and q(x) = xl=, 
qkxh‘, then 
v-1 
I! pv - 4. I L :I C (pk - 4d xi; I’ 3 II p - 4 i’ > 0; 
k=O 
so that either 1 py - qy > 0 or [ xL:i (pl, - qR) xL 11 > 0. In the latter case, 
by our induction hypothesis, we have either 
v--l 
1; n - q I( = I! n - 9,X” - 1 qsxk !I 
k=O 
> dist(C2: - qvxv, Xv-,) 
> dist(n, XV); 
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Then either ! pv - q: 0; OI 
dist( c( - cl,..~“. X, 1). 
in which case 
.. dist( U. I’,.). : - 
It is now clear that we may assume that p,. - q, Y, 0. 
With 6 a modulus of uniform continuity for (I - q on [0, I], \ve set 
p Em $6( 0 - q ). 
p _ 1’ PL, - (Iti B’-‘, 
E -=I min( A (I - q ‘. ,a( I t, - q, )!6). 
Then ,E ;- 0. I-( :I- 0, E .i 0. By 4.3? either (I - q ’ dist(cl. X,.) or, as \ve 
may assume. there exists an E-alternant (,j, (71~ . . . . . Q-~)) of C( and cl. 
We now observe that it will suffice to find li E il..... 1’ 1. 2: such that 
(-I)“-’ ((I - q)(qt) CC --E. For then 
0 - p :;z (-1)'~ -J (0 - P)(Vk-.) 
-:= (- 1 )"'-' (u - q)(q,;) -- (- I y--l (q - /9)(7j,;) 
‘J‘ c,--(I!-E'E 
= c/-q:;, 
and therefore n - p ! ._l dist(a. ;\;.). 
As either 
or 
min,,.=, . .. . . . m.y(-l)i-i (p ~ r/)(7ji,) < --E 
min,,=, _,,,_ ;...& ~ 1 )‘,-’ (p - q)(yTr.) ,,. -2. 
we clearly may assume the latter. For convenience. Me also take ,j x= 0. the 
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case j = I being similar. If v =T 1. and a E (0, I] is chosen so that / p1 - q1 ; = 
(- 1)” h - d, then 
(-1P l (Y -9X%+1) = t-1)0 -I (P - q)(qJ -t (-1P (A- q,)(7&1- r],) 
< 2E - p1 - q1 , 6( n - q I) 
< --E. 
and our proof is complete. 
We now take v > 1, and observe that, by [I. Chap. 5, Theorem 81. there 
exist complex numbers 4, ,..., eymI such that 
v-1 
(P - q)‘(x) = 4/L - 4J n t-y - E,.) 
T-=1 
Note also that ;(p - q)’ (x)[ 2: p whenever min,.=,,...,,P, s - 5,. j 3 /3. As 
*I - q is uniformly continuous, we may assume that 7jj - Re [;; / > 0 
whenever j~{l...., v f 2j and k ~{l,..., v - 1). By 5.1, there exists s E 
{ 1 )..., v -’ 11 such that (-l)“(p - q)‘(x) > 0 for each s E [qS, qS-J and 
Re fr c [vs. qS+J for each r E {I,..., v - I]. For each such r and each x in 
h + 8. 7+1 - PI? we then have , s - & G? ’ .Y - Re fr ~ ;> ,B. Thus 
(-l)Yp - q)(rJ,&*) = (- l)“-YP - 4)(7J 
E. 
This completes the proof. 1 
6. LIPSCHITZ COSDITIOKS OS THE Mrstxwx APPROXIMATION MAPPIVC 
Let P, be the mapping which carries an element $ of C[O, I] to the unique 
element PVC of X,. such that ! # - P&I = dist(4. X,,). Our aim is to prove 
that P,. is locally Lipschitzian on CIO, I] - XV (6.3 below). 
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[O. 11 nirh min,=, .____ ~(s,.-, ~ .s,:) ; 1. and strppose that p(s,:) c f?w CNL~II 
k in {I..... v 1 11. Theta 




(k = 1,...,u+ I). 
The lemma follows from this and the inequality 
valid for k = I,..., v + 1. 1 
6.2. LEMMA. Let o >- 0, and let Q ,..., Q+~ be points of [0, 11 such that 
7sil - ?I< 2 a for each k in {I,..., v + 11. Then there exists c > 0 such that 
!! p ,’ < CE whenecer E > 0: p E A’,. and (-l)“p(qR) 3-- --E for each k in {l...., 
1’ + 2). 
ProoJ: Let E :- 0, p E X,. and (-1)“‘p(7~1C) :;s --E for each k in {l,..., 
v 1. 2:.. If v = 0, then 
so that p < E. and we can take c G I. 
Now let IZ be a positive integer, suppose we have proved 6.2 for v = O,..., 
II - 1, and consider the case v = n. Writing p(x) = J& p,Y, we have either 
I py : > 0 or ’ p. / < E. In the latter case. for each k E {I ,.... u 1 If, 
By our induction hypothesis, there exists c’ > 0 (c’ independent of p and l ) 
such that I z”,z’, prxr ” < c’(2~); whence 
u-1 
!’ p I! < ” c prx’ ‘! + jpu! <(2c’- 1)~. 
r=o 
It is now clear that we may assume that \ p, ) > 0. 
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If 1: = 1, and j E (0, 1) is chosen so that i p1 , = (- 1)’ pr . then (- 1)’ p is 
increasing in [0, I]; so that 
--E < (-l)jp(qj) < (-lYP(Tj+I) < ” 
Thus p(qj)i < E. p(vj+t)i < E. The result in this case now follows from 6.1. 
We now take v > 1 and compute e1 ,..., [y-I in C so that 
v--l 
p’(x) = VP,. fl (s - tr, (s E [O. I]). 
i-=1 
Asp is uniformly continuous on [0, 11, we may assume that 1 7; - Re fl, > 0 
whenever ,j~(l...., v - 2) and k~{l: . . . . v - 1).. By 5.1, there exists SE 
{l,..., v $ II- such that (-l)“p’(s) :, 0 for each s in [Q , Y).~+J. Thus, for 
each such X. 
--E c (-ljs~~(~,~j < (-l)sp(.~) .< (-l)~p(~.~-J -: E, 
and therefore , p(x); < E. Applying 6.1 to the points qS - k~-l(~.,-~ - TV) 
(k =L 0 . . . . . 11). we obtain I p .< CE with 
6.3. THEOREM. Let n E CIO. I]. with rr - F’,g / IJ 0. Then there exists 
c :z 0 such that 
for each n’ E C[O, 11. 
Proof Given I E IO, ” a - P,n I:[, we construct an .u-alternant (,i. (or ,..., 
q-3) of I( and P,n (4.4). and observe that. for each k E (I..... 1’ J- 2). 
(-l)“-’ (P/’ -P&z)(Q) 
= (-lpi (0. - P,fl)(~J + (-l)L-j (Pv cl’ - n’)(qk) - (-1)/:-j (n’ - Oj(q,) 
> dist(n, XV:,) - x - dist(n’, X,,) - :’ CC’ - n : 
;,> -2 ’ c7’ - n ” - .\ 
If S is a modulus of uniform continuity for N - P,.cc on [0, I]. our choice of 
I ensures that 
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Thus (6.2) there exists C’ 0 ((3 depending on U. but independent of \ and r/‘) 
such that 
As 1 r 10. n ~ P,,v [ is arbitrar!. we have 
PIN’ - P/f .; (’ II’ - I( ( 0’ t qo, I I). 1 
Rrt~cwli. From 6.3. we obtain a particularly simple proof of the pointwise 
continuity of P: on C[O. I]. Given 0 c C[O, I] and E : 0. \\e have either 
: 0 ~ f ,, r, ; : E 0 ,- 0 ..:: ,I - P,.II In the former case. if dt’ - C[O. I] and 
N - I(’ :- :c. then 
lvhence 
(I - P. 11’ dist( cl’. X,.) 
0 - ,I’ ~- dist(n. A’,.) 
‘.. AC. 
P,.cr’ - P;rr ‘.-. P:(,’ - <,I ~~ 11’ - N ~- 6, - P/t < E. 
On the other hand, if 0 x:: II ~ P,.n . then. computing c 0 as in 6.3. we 
have P;N’ - PI/t c..: E Lvhenever I,’ 5 C[O. I] and C( -- (I’ ‘< c.-‘e. 
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